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 In this twentieth publication of Undzer 
Zhurnal, we are pleased to bring you the 
writings of the eighth graduating class of 
the Kinderland Kindershule, which merged 
in 2003 with the Flatbush/Park Slope  
Kindershule, founded in 1981. We offer 
our warm congratulations to Peja Breuler, 
Samantha Drach, Mira Kasinitz, Danielle 
Matlin-Wainer, and Miles Vitarelli, who 
graduate today, June 21, 2014. 

The most important thing I learned in shule was 
about Jewish values.  My Jewish values will help me 
in life when I grow up.  Jewish values from the sto-
ries I have read, wisdom from the Talmud, and much 
more.  These Jewish values could help me because 
if I follow them and really believe in them it will make 
me a greater person —  Peja Breuler 

Shule was a place where I discovered more about 
myself and what I value — Danielle Matlin-Wainer 
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B’khol dor v’dor 

Alef & Holiday Klasn -  Sophie,  
Eleanor, Jacques, Mia 

 
Bayz Klas—Daniel, Lionel, 

Arlo, Vivian, Anya 
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Hay Klas - Ezra, Noah, Lilly, Felix, Jules 

 
 Daled Klas - Jules, Mylena, Ryan, 

Sophie, Maizie 

From generation to generation 
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 I knew nothing about Kindershule for the first thirty-plus years of my life.  But once my 
children were old enough to learn something about their Jewish identity, a group of us—
neighborhood parents—did what people like us did in those still-activist days of the early 
1980’s. We drank many cups of coffee at many meetings, talked and argued and hammered 
out a plan, and, for better or worse, both dreamed and wrestled our Flatbush Shule into exis-
tence.  To know what to do we looked to the history of what had come before, when a thriving 
shule movement had taught hundreds of children their secular, progressive Jewish history, 
language and culture.  To know what not to do we looked to that same history, vowing to 
shape an educational experience that was a little fun and somewhat contemporary, and 
meaningful for new times, issues, and sensibilities.  I believe that today, so many years later, 
we haven’t yet arrived at the exact balance – and with any luck, we never will.  Our Kinder-
land Kindershule is just a stop on a long journey.  Kindershule will hopefully always be yes-
terday’s memory fused to tomorrow’s vision, filtered through the hearts and minds of the chil-
dren whose day is today.   
 
 Samantha, Danielle, Mira, Peja and Miles: you are those children, and this, at long 
last, is your day.  You came to us as very little children!  Playful, adorable, trusting, enthusi-
astic, and most of the time, obedient—or maybe it is just that we were bigger enough to make 
a good show of being in charge. The years as they passed one by one seemed slow, slightly 
repetitive: another Purim Carnival, another shtetl project; endless packages of cookies and 
string cheese, “Latkes for Chanukah”, printouts of songsheets, seders, candlelightings.     
 
 Then one fall day the shule year started again and there you were—taller, your voices 
deeper, with faces not so round but sharper, and sometimes seeming to look inward when 
we were learning a more serious song about a world you suddenly understood was not al-
ways fair, or just, or good.  I saw that you were not only parroting the shule buzz words of 
“freedom” and “justice” and “equality” – but were weighing the meaning of these words, hold-
ing them up against the events and issues you knew were forever unfolding outside our 
classroom.   Never was this clearer to me—and perhaps to you—than when we set out to 
add a verse to one of our favorite songs, “It Could Have Been Me.”  Song lyrics, even great 
and inspiring ones, can sometimes seem, like all history, just the telling of an old story that 
happened to someone else.  But out of the news jumped Malala Yousafzi: a child not much 
older than you, a Pakistani fighter for girls’ education, shot down and almost killed for her be-
liefs.  And you—all of you—wove that experience into the tapestry of history. You wrote a 
beautiful and stirring verse to that song, a verse that will be taught years from now, capturing 
a moment in time which because of you can live to inspire another generation, another group 
of children someday, somewhere.  
 
 Graduates, this is a day of teachers expressing wishes and hopes for students to 
whom they must say good-bye.  My thoughts today mirror the forces that shaped our little 
Kindershule. I wish you many dreams, and hope you will find good friends and comrades to 
help you wrestle them into existence.  I wish you the vision to search out your own bright fu-
ture, and hope you will keep the past as your anchor and foundation. I surely hope that the 
many songs we have shared will be there when you need them: as company, as entertain-
ment, and especially as a portable history and guide to victories fought for and sometimes 
won by ordinary people who spoke up, joined a movement, took a stand.  I know you will face 
many choices in your lives; I hope some of the songs you carry with you will make those 
choices more clear.  And most of all, I wish you the joy of knowing children like you, and hope 
they make you as proud as you have made me. 
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To The Graduates from Judee 
 What a ride this has been!  Most of you have been in shule forever – or at least since 
you were four or five – our eager, adorable little ones, bright-eyed and giggly, wild and eager to 
take it all in.  You listened raptly to Rachel’s and Joanna’s stories, you brought serious atten-
tion to your art work with Amanda, you sang lustily and loudly with Alice.  There were so many 
of you at the beginning, lining up to show how well you knew your numbers in Yiddish, or play-
ing “Kup, Playtsez,” or saying random Yiddish words to get more chocolate from me.    
 Then there were the wild years, when it seemed you could never sit still, or listen, or pay 
attention to anyone but each other – the despair of your teachers, who loved you nevertheless 
for your spirit and charm and intelligence (despite what you believe). 
  
 Yet, miraculously, in the midst of your chaos, you continued to take it all in, to learn and 
to grow – as this journal and this graduation prove.   I have been constantly amazed to see 
how much you remembered of what you were taught by Joanna, Riva, Joey, Alice.   And I 
have been constantly delighted by your insights, your questions, your ability to argue intelli-
gently, and your thoughtfulness in tackling both the words of the prophets and the works of 
Yiddish writers.  One of my great pleasures was watching you discuss and debate thorny is-
sues of identity and values with each other.  Of course, diverted by your joie de vivre and fasci-
nated by your questioning intellects, I frequently followed you off-topic, but I have never 
regretted the discussions and arguments we had. (Unfortunately, Yiddish got lost in the end-
term rush.) 
 
 Gradually, over the years, this class that now graduates took shape as the five of you:  
stalwarts -- committed, engaged young people, who care deeply about what’s wrong in this 
world, and seem determined to try to make a difference.  Serious Samantha, passionate about 
injustice; Peja, funny, sunny, admiring those who speak out; Queen of Debate Danielle, con-
stantly thinking and questioning;  Miles, hungry for greater and greater knowledge;  mild-
mannered  Mira, caring deeply about equality and fairness -- You can now take all that you 
have learned in shule, all that you have been brought up to understand, and all that you your-
selves have worked on and use it to make your way in the world, and to continue to strive for 
justice and righteousness. 
 

To Our Readers 
 
 Undzer Zhurnal, our graduation journal, is the fruit of our graduates’ years of activities, 
study, discussion and questioning.  It is a reflection of their willingness to struggle with ideas 
and to keep learning after class time has ended.  It demonstrates their ability to engage with 
issues one might think were beyond their years, and their determination to make sense of the 
relationship between what they have studied and the world they live in.  It is, in short, the prod-
uct of their hard work:  choosing their own topics, thinking, reading, writing, doing research, 
worrying, revising, rewriting again, unto exhaustion – while in the midst of their normally de-
manding school work.  
  
 This zhurnal presents their successful completion of their labors.  Therefore, editing is 
minimal, to preserve the authenticity of their voices, rather than forcing them into a prematurely 
adult tone.  I hope that, as you listen to these voices, you will not only hear their insights and 
concern for others, but also understand how fortunate we are to have them in our world.  
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Dear Samantha, Danielle, Mira, Peja, and Miles, 
 
Congratulations!  I have had the great privilege of watching the five of of you grow up in shule (for some of you from 
the age of five!) and can hardly believe that you are now the ones caring for my own little one and inspiring and en-
couraging the alefs who follow you.  As alefs, you delighted in the antics of Chelmites, danced and jumped your way 
through games of Simon Zogt, all with unflagging energy despite the lateness of the afternoon.  As gimmels, you fol-
lowed the immigration story of the Jews from the shtetl and investigated your own families' stories.  Your creative fic-
tional journals were funny and moving, and you never failed to challenge me and each other to broaden the discussion 
and to ask and answer the hard questions.  Your enthusiasm has made our shule a more vibrant community and I will 
miss you all.  I am so proud of you! 
 
Love, 
Joanna 

******* 
 
I first had this graduating class when they came to kindershule as holiday students.  They were lively, bright, energetic, 
ready to learn and excited about what was being taught to them.  I last taught this graduating class when they were in 
the third, perhaps fourth grade, when they were livelier, brighter, still energetic and always eager to learn.  I remember 
them as being kind to one another when working in groups and never being judgmental or mean to one another.  They 
taught me a lot about life.  I hope I taught them a lot about Jewish culture.-- Charlotte 

 
******* 

My former Daleds, 
 
Congrats on graduating!  All that hard work over the years will show in the work that you continue to do, the choices 
you make, and the good that you do in the world.  I wish you all the best. -- Riva 
 

******* 
 
Peja, Danielle, Mira, Samantha and Miles: our Wednesday afternoon seminar was the highlight of my every week. You 
took on enormous and difficult issues with intelligence, humanity, and a great deal of humor. You learned from one 
another, and I learned a great deal from each of you. Continue to question everything and never stop learning. Mazel 
tov! -- Joey 

******* 
 
Mazel  tov. I've enjoyed discovering some of your talents this past year. I hope that you leave Kindershule with a 
greater sense of yourselves and your abilities along with excitement for what comes next.  -- Iviva 
 
 
 
 

From Your Teachers 
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To The Graduirung Klas 

EZRA 
I want to say congratulations. Your class has been a role model to me, showing us what you’re working on and  
telling us what we will do next year, and just plain giving us advice. (For instance, Peja told us that Judee would be 
hard on us, so we definitely want to pull ourselves together!) For that, and for so much else, I thank you. 
 

FELIX 
The grads have been fun to work with and were always helpful. Congratulations on your graduation! 
 

LILLY 
Peja:  You are one of the funnier people I know, and you are always fun to be near in music when you sing in weird 
voices, or in art when you draw things that are funny. It will be quiet without you next year, and I wish you luck at 
graduation and in the future. 
 
Danielle: I am so happy that I got to know you for the past two years. We have so many inside jokes about a lot of 
things, and Kindershule will not be the same without you next year, for many reasons. Best of luck at graduation. 
 
Mira: Although you are quiet, you have a huge imagination that shows in many of your Kindershule classes. In art, 
the things that you draw are very realistic, and artistic. You are one of the best artists I have ever met, and you have 
great ideas. Good luck at graduation, and for years to come. 
 
Miles: I have so many amazing memories with you, from when we were younger, all the way to last year.  
Kindershule was not the same without you this year, but it was always great whenever you came. You have so many 
talents, from sports all the way to writing. I hope you have a good graduation, and a long and happy life. 
 
Samantha: You are one of my best friends, and without you, my life would not be the same. You are literally the  
nicest person I have ever met, and the nicest person that I will ever meet. You perk up every room that you walk 
into, and Kindershule will not be as cheerful without you. I hope you succeed at everything you set out to do, and 
that your "life plan" succeeds as well. 
 
NOAH 
Peja: Congratulations on graduating from Kindershule. Zeyer gut! 
 
Miles: Good job on all your hard work towards graduation. Zeyer gut! 
 
Mira:I hope you keep drawing all the things you've learned in Kindershule. Zeyer gut! 
 
 Samantha:I remember how you were always nice to everyone in Kindershule. Zeyer gut! 
 
Danielle:Congratulations on persevering towards graduating. Zeyer gut!  
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         Peja Breuler 
I REMEMBER… 

... being in pre-Alef so many times. 

... when Danielle made a glue puddle in art. 

... doing the shtetl project. 

... doing a video project with Mike. 

... having to deal with Samantha and Danielle’s inside jokes. 

... having to do the dreydl dance. 

... doing suicides in gym. 

... when Samantha licked a pen.  

... the standing Seder and  the sitting Seder. 

... when Judee made us late to go home. 

... when we had a chaotic class. 

... we had a playroom in families first. 

... when Judee said she would teach us cuss words but she never did. 

... when we went on a trip to the  Tenement Museum. 

... when all the girls were mean to Zane. 

... all the teachers who hated us. 

... the day Danielle was the only one to do her homework. 

... when we learned how to knit in art class. 

... writing I remembers. 



 

 

�

Stand Up For What You Believe 
       by Peja Breuler 

 
The most interesting thing that I have learned in my years of shule is about how people 

stand up for what they believe in.  One example is in the song “It could have been me.”  The 

song makes several references to people standing up for what they believe in.  One example is 

Victor Jara.  He was a Chilean singer who believed in human rights.  He was arrested because 

he was protesting the dictatorship.   He was tortured for days and his fingers were bro-

ken.   That didn’t stop him, and he started singing until they shot and killed him.  

We learned about another person who stood up for what she believed in. Malala 

Yousafzai believed girls have the right to go to school.  When she spoke out she was shot by 

the Taliban.  After she got shot, she didn’t stop protesting for the rights of Pakistani girls.  An-

other woman, Clara Lemlich, believed that sweatshops workers weren’t being treated 

fairly.   August Bondi was a man who believed that African-Americans should be free. He led 

many small actions and soon teamed up with John Brown.   

To write this paper, I also learned about other people who stood up for what’s right.  

Craig Kielberger was a 12-year-old boy who spoke out for the rights of children’s sweatshop 

workers. Roberto Clemente was a Puerto Rican baseball player.  He used his salary to bring 

supplies to poor people and participated in and led small protests. I am proud of anyone who 

stands up for what they believe in, when that is a good cause. 

Clara Lemlich was born in Ukraine and immigrated to the United States at age 17.  As 

soon as she came to the United States she worked in a sweatshop.  She realized that the work-

ers were being treated unfairly. Clara was very active in strikes and protests, and as a result 

she got arrested 17 times and got her ribs broken by the police.  At one meeting she went to, 

only men were speaking about going on strike or not.  Many people were debating whether it 

was a good idea to strike. Clara wanted to take a stand and wanted everyone to listen to 

her.  After she got everyone’s attention she spoke in Yiddish.  Here’s the translation “I have no 

further no patience for talk, I am one of those who feels and suffers from the things pictured.  I 

move that we go on a general strike now.” Everyone agreed and soon it was settled.  At age 18 

she inspired and led the strike of 20,000.  It was a labor strike primarily involving Jewish and 

Italian women working in shirtwaist factories.  As a result the workers got improved wages, 

working conditions, and hours.  Clara spoke up for what she believed in, although many people 

tried to stop what she was doing.  Clara was a young woman who believed that the treatment of 

shirtwaist factory women wasn’t fair and she would do anything to try and change it.  

 I try to imagine myself as a shirtwaist worker. I can imagine myself quitting in the first 

week.  I would work close to 90 or more hours a week and at the end of the week get money 
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that I can’t live on.  I would feel terrible.  I would take a stand.  If I would get fired, I feel 

I wouldn’t lose anything.  Being fired would be the least of my problems.  The business 

owners are literally stealing from my pockets and I wouldn’t tolerate that.  

Malala Yousafzai, who lives in Pakistan, first came to public attention when she 

was 11 years old.   In Pakistan, the Taliban prevent girls from going to school.  She be-

lieved that wasn’t fair, so at age 11 she decided to speak up.   Malala spoke out in 

2008, saying in her speech, “How dare the Taliban take away my basic rights?”   At 

age 14, Malala Yousafzai knew that the Taliban had made a death threat against her.   

Given these circumstances many people would stop.  But Malala didn’t; she 

kept protesting and going to school with many other girls. She was riding on a school 

bus one day, on her way to school, when the Taliban came on the bus.  They shot her 

once in the head and once in the neck.  Malala was severely hurt and she was taken to 

a special hospital in Birmingham, England.  She was treated and is now okay.  Despite 

the recent attacks on  this young girl,  she has kept doing what she was doing:  speak-

ing up for girls and saying they should be able to go to school.  Many girls have found 

her inspiring for what she has done to help them.  Malala is a girl that wants to get to 

school and isn’t afraid to take risks. 

 I can just imagine myself as a girl living in Pakistan.  I would hate it there.  I 

wouldn’t be able to go to school and with that I wouldn’t be as smart as I am now.  I 

would be too scared to take a stand for myself.  That would because I don’t want to get 

hurt.  I would be just hoping someone would have the courage to speak up.  

August Bondi was a Jewish abolitionist who believed in freedom for African- 

Americans who were slaves.   He was born in Vienna, Austria.  At age 14 he enrolled 

in the Academic Gymnasium of Vienna. While at school, a teacher abused one of her 

students. In protest, 500 students including August Bondi, boycotted their classes until 

the teacher made a public apology.  He joined a revolutionary group and was expelled 

from school.   His family moved to America soon after that because they were fleeing 

the Austrian Counterrevolution.  He got into fighting for the freedom of African-

American slaves because of one experience. In his journal he wrote “The screams of 

the slaves, who were whipped with leather straps every morning, woke me up before 

dawn at four in the morning.”  After that experience, he participated in and led many 

actions against slavery.  In 1856 he led a small raid that resulted in the killing of many 

leaders of the opposing group, the Border Ruffians. The Border Ruffians were pro-

slavery activists from the slave state of Missouri, who in 1854 to 1860 crossed the 

state border into Kansas Territory, to force the acceptance of slavery there. In total 

they killed over 12 men. August Bondi kept on speaking against slavery and soon 

joined John Brown.  



 

 

 If there were still slaves living in the United States you could be sure that you 

would see me protesting.  I think that slavery is very wrong.  The slave owners treat 

their slaves like property and not human beings.  I don’t understand how men, women, 

and children were okay with having slaves. 

       Craig Kielburger was a 12-year-old boy who found out something very interest-

ing.  He read in a newspaper that another 12-year-old boy living in Pakistan was mur-

dered because he was telling the world the terrible conditions children have to deal 

with in the carpet- making industry.  After learning this, he started a group called “Free 

the Children.”  The group was made up of a few seventh grade boys and girls.  Soon a 

close family friend invited Craig to come with him to Asia to learn what really was hap-

pening to children in sweatshops there.  Although his parents had trouble deciding to 

let him go because he was only 12, they did eventually let him go.  He saw children 

working long hours in terrible, unhealthy conditions. The working conditions were put-

ting their lives at risk, and they couldn’t quit. When he came back to Canada, he 

wanted to get laws passed, including one to ban rugs made by child labor.  He wrote 

letters and gave speeches to Parliament.  He eventually got the laws passed. Many 

people didn’t agree with what he was doing because he was too young, but that didn’t 

stop him.  In just two years Free the Children raised enough money to open a rehabili-

tation center in Pakistan.  Over the years Free the Children went from a couple of 

7th graders to 1 million and counting.  Free the Children organizations are now in 35 

countries.  The system has built more than 400 schools that provide over 35,000 stu-

dents every day.  

 About a week ago, when my soccer league ended, they handed out soccer 

balls.  On the soccer ball was written, “This ball was not made by children in sweat-

shops. “I found this cool, because that meant Craig impacted not only rug making but 

other things as well. I think that child labor, even without the risks, is wrong.  I would try 

to go on strikes and raise money to try to stop it.  Adults may have a choice about 

working in a sweatshop, but children are forced there. 

Roberto Clemente was a Puerto Rican baseball player who played for the Pitts-

burgh Pirates from April 17, 1955 through October 3, 1972.  He had a career batting 

average of .317, got 3000 hits, 240 homeruns and 1305 runs batted in.  And to add to 

this, he spoke out for what he believed. While he was in the MLB, people tried to 

change his name to make it sound more American.  Roberto Clemente didn’t like that; 

he insisted his name should stay the way it was originally.   Many people didn’t want 

him to play in Major league baseball but he did anyway.  Roberto Clemente marched in 

the street protests of the 60′s and spent time with the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. 

when the civil rights leader visited him at his farm in Puerto Rico. He also used his    
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salary for many things to help others.  He built baseball clinics for young kids and vis-

ited sick children in hospitals. He would bring money back to his hometown for his fam-

ily and his community.  He died in a plane accident when he was delivering supplies to 

Nicaragua after it had been devastated by a hurricane. They never recovered his 

body.  

In conclusion, these people were speaking out for what they believed in.  They 

were speaking out for the rights of workers or for natural human rights.   These five 

people spoke out for what they believed in and got something changed.   These five 

people spoke out against people who had more power than they had.  Malala 

Yousafzai was a young girl fighting against the Taliban.  Clara Lemlich was a young 

adult fighting against the bosses of the sweatshop workers.  August Bondi was a man 

fighting against slavery and slave owners.  Craig Kielberger was a young boy fighting 

against child labor and sweatshop owners.  Roberto Clemente was a man who was 

fighting against racism.  To me it is more impressive for a person who has no power to 

speak out in the world and make a difference then a mayor or president does.  These 

people make me think that maybe someday, I could do that, too. 

  

 
Last year, in Joey’s class, after they studied the Prophets, each student had to write something as if 
(s)he were a prophet today.  This is Peja’s response, written when he was 11 years old.  You will find 
others scattered throughout the journal: 
 
IF I WERE A MODERN-DAY PROPHET 
                      by Peja Breuler 

If I were a modern day prophet I would work on one thing to change. War. War is a really big prob-
lem. There is one thing that comes to my mind when I think about war. It is guns and killing people. I 
want to change that. What do you think about war? 

War is a bad thing. Lots of people don’t like war.  Like I said,  what do you think about it when you 
hear war? Consider these two wars, Afghanistan and Iraq. There was a death toll of close to 8,000 
Americans and we don’t know how many others. War also has a really bad effect on us. It kills mil-
lions of troops that go to fight for our country. Then some who live get post-traumatic stress disorder. 
Post-traumatic stress disorder is a type of anxiety disorder. It can occur after you’ve seen or experi-
enced a traumatic event that involved the threat of injury or death. 

Try imagining a world without war. Wouldn’t that be so nice? My goal as a modern day prophet is to 
have everyone around the world holding hands. That would signal that we are one. So tell me would 
the world be better off with war or not. The answer is pretty obvious. War. What is it good for? 

If I were a modern day prophet I would work on one thing to change. War. War is a really big prob-
lem. There is one thing that comes to my mind when I think about war. It is guns and killing people. I 
want to change that. What do you think about war? 



 

 

It Could Have Been Me 
It could have been me, but instead it was you 
So I’ll keep doing the work you were doing  
as if I were two 
I’ll be a student of life, a singer of songs 
A farmer of food and a righter of wrongs 
It could have been me, but instead it was you 
But it may be me dear sisters and brothers  
before we are through 
So if you can live for freedom,  
freedom freedom freedom 
If you can live for freedom I can too 
Malala is a young girl, she fought for learning rights 
She tried to get her country to join the students’ fight 
Riding on a schoolbus, she was shot by the Taliban 
She may be young, but the fight’s not done,  
and she’ll be back in Pakistan! 
 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
 

It Could Have Been Me... 

Elie Weisel 

Clara Lemlich 
Roberto Clemente 

Malala Yousafzai 
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Samantha Drach 
 I REMEMBER 

… my first day of shule and I was super scared when my sister left me. 

… the spiral stair case scared me and I did not want to go on it . 

… Billy’s office had a really nice carpet and we were not allowed to eat on it. 

… Joanna was my teacher for like my first five years of shule and I was in Alef for like five years. 

… Rachel was our teacher for one year and when she had to leave we wanted to build her a     

 time machine to keep her longer. 

... when our class was huge and really hard to deal with. 

… Amanda did projects that were actually related to what we are learning in shule. 

… we made the hexagons of hope that were really fun to make. 

... in music as we got older our voices got softer. 

... we were bored at a graduation rehearsal so we ran in the hall way and did cart wheels. 

... we were the last class to do the stupid dreydl dance! 

... when Abby made a petition to get bagels back. 

... at the Seders we would play around down stairs and get yelled at. 

... how all the teachers hated and left us!!!!!!! :( :( :( 

… how we memorized all the holiday plays. 

... Charlotte was a great teacher and we were super sad when she left. 

... I felt super bad because we were horrible to Riva who was super duper sweet to us. 

... when I sent a super long email apologizing to Judee. 

... when everyone made fun of me. 



 

 

  I chose to write about immigration and labor. This includes why immigrants came to 

America, conditions once they got to America, sweatshop conditions, labor unions, and all of 

those things in the modern world. I chose to write about this for a variety of reasons. First of all, 

throughout my many years of shule, I have heard those topics come up a lot, and not just in  

regular class time but also during music and in stories we’ve read. Of all the stories we’ve read, 

the ones I have found most interesting are the immigrant and worker stories, in books like Jews 

Without Money, by Mike Gold, and Gotcha, and journal entries about people who worked in 

sweatshops. I found them enticing because these people had to deal with so many terrible things, 

but they were still able to organize and finally make a change. Also I find it very interesting to be 

able to relate the worker struggles in the past to worker struggles now. I would like to find the 

main similarities and differences between labor and immigration now and a long time ago, and 

what struggles people were able to overcome while immigrating and working in sweatshops.      

There were many reasons immigrants decided to leave their home countries for America 

in the late 1800s -- early 1900’s. One was that were many rumors of the great opportunities in 

America. Another reason is they heard that the streets were paved with gold. Basically, this refers 

to how the American life was perceived to be automatically luxurious, even if you came from 

nothing. Also, they were looking for freedom from persecution and anti-Semitism.  During this 

time period, many of the countries immigrants were coming from were not safe. In Russia there 

were riots occurring, pogroms, during which Russian peasants and local mobs would raid Jewish 

homes and villages, hurting and terrorizing the Jewish people. The czar would tell his men to 

make the local Russian people drunk and mad at the Jews. Once the people were drunk, they 

would start raiding the houses, stealing, attacking and raping the Jews. Bubby Deena, my 

Zayde’s mom, wrote in her journal about her memories when she was young girl in a town near 

Kiev. Her mother would hide the family under the front porch when a mob would run through the 

town at night yelling, “Kill the Jews!” 

Though life in America was presumed to be wonderful, there was a terrifying journey to get 

there. Unless the immigrants were very wealthy, they would have barely enough room on the 

huge crowed boats to America. Some people even died on these long boat trips. When the big 

ships finally got to Ellis Island, they would be "greeted” by even more immigrants in an even more 

crowded area. The immigrants needed to go through a series of examinations, checking papers, 

physical examinations, and disease checks.  If just one thing were not satisfactory in the exami-

nations, the immigrant would be sent back to where they came from. Bubby wrote in her journal 

that when her family was traveling through Europe to the port where they’d take a boat to    

Struggling to Live 
     by Samantha Drach 
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America, she contracted an eye infection that needed to be treated before they could 

continue on their journey.  Though she was only 10 or 11 years old, and probably very 

frightened, she had to go through a scary eye procedure because the rest of the family 

depended on it to get them to America and a new life.  Finally, once all the examina-

tions were done, families who were cleared were able to leave Ellis Island and start 

their American life. 

Many Jewish immigrants lived on the Lower East Side.  It was primarily Jewish,  

but there were immigrants from many places in the neighborhood as well.  Most immi-

grants ended up living in tenements. There might be as many as three families living in 

one apartment. There would be one bathroom per floor, located in the middle of the 

hallway, shared by many families.  The rent was usually about $16 per month. The 

conditions in the tenement houses were not pleasant, but the interesting thing about 

living in tenements is there were many people from all different places living in one 

tenement house. In  Jews Without Money, the author, Michael Gold, wrote about his 

experiences living on the Lower East Side. He recalls lots of crime, neighborhood    

bullies, and very threatening people on almost every block. To us, tenement life and 

life on the Lower East Side sounds unbearable, but these immigrants learned to accept 

it as normal life.  It was all they had, and they had to live with it.  

One main reason people immigrated to America was to find jobs. Many of the 

jobs available in America were in sweatshops and factories. The conditions in the 

sweatshops were terrible. The hours they had to work were much longer then we could 

even imagine. Men and women had to work around 80 hours per week earning a     

salary of about twenty-five dollars a month, and a child would get paid only about three 

dollars. On top of that, the people working in the sweatshops most likely had families to 

take care of. Paying sixteen dollars per month for rent left them with only about nine 

dollars to spend on clothes, groceries and other necessities. If they were garment 

workers, they had to buy their own needle and thread. The reason the bosses could 

pay the workers such low wages is because they were immigrants who desperately 

needed the jobs. 

 Another terrible aspect of sweatshops is that in many cases children would have 

to work in them. The bosses would be very prone to hire children, because they could 

pay them less money than adults. In the sweatshop business, the owners and bosses 

did not care about how the people were being treated. And without protection or basic 

rights recognized, the working people were looked at as part of the machine not as  

human beings. 

 After being treated terribly for many years, the factory and sweatshop workers 

decided to do something. The first thing they did was organize and go on strike.  

Though many workers did go on strike there were people called scabs, who would  



 

 

replace the workers temporarily while they were on strike. But for the bosses and  

managers of the factories and sweatshops there was a problem with the scabs. The 

workers that went on strike were also the workers that were trained to do the work, and 

the scabs were not trained enough to work at the same speed. 

 Once the strikes became more widespread and more and more people joined 

them, the workers’ voices were finally starting to be heard. The strikes got attention  

because not only would a diverse group of workers be on strike, but also, the workers’ 

stories would be told in the newspapers. On the picket signs they were holding, the 

workers would write about the struggles they have and the terrible working conditions. 

As people stared listening to the workers complaints, the workers realized they could 

do something.  

This was the start of unions, and how workers began to be respected. Workers 

from different factories would join together, and organize massive strikes. The type of 

factory they worked in would organize the unions. One of the most influential unions 

was the International Ladies Garment Workers Union. In its first two years it carried out 

189 strikes and won 158 of them. I interviewed my neighbor, Frank Colletto, whose 

dad was Business Leader in the union. A Business Leader was someone who helped 

advocate for and represent the people in the factories. His father would go to the facto-

ries and report directly to the union leadership. But his father had not always worked 

for the union. He was an Italian immigrant, and he started his working life in a factory. 

Later, as he worked more and more in the union, working conditions got better, and he 

was able to pave a path for the future generations. Frank said that one of the main 

points of a union is to help create many opportunities for future generations. Though 

the workers did not win all the strikes, or even half of them, their voices were still being 

heard.  And the voices of unions are still being heard today.  

 Sadly, even today there are still terrible conditions in factories and illegal sweat-

shops here in America. Even here, in New York City, there are hidden sweatshops that 

are using child labor.  These sweatshops have almost the same terrible conditions that 

existed back then. The pay is still not enough to live on, the actual sweatshops are not 

safe environments and the workers are barely treated like humans. Though sweat-

shops in America are illegal, they are still functioning. In many cases, it is new immi-

grants who have to work in the sweatshops. But there is also still activism and unions 

that are trying to end these terrible conditions. The fight for safer conditions, better pay, 

and other forms of worker rights is still going on. There are many strikes and protests 

happening today.  

Another terrible thing is many stores sell items made in these unsafe sweat-

shops. One simple way that almost anyone can protest terrible labor conditions is by 
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boycotting stores that sell sweat-made items. Child labor is also a huge problem that 

can’t be avoided. In many countries, children are being sold to sweatshops when they 

are very young. They barely get enough food, they have to sleep in the factories, and 

the unsafe conditions put their lives in danger.  

 I decided to write this paper because I care so much about the topic of immigra-

tion and labor. I care about it so much because labor and immigration struggles have 

been affecting people all over the world for many years.  I think that in this day and age 

we should be able to differentiate between what is fair treatment for a human, and 

what is not. So many people have to deal their whole lives with not being treated as 

humans and I don’t think that is fair at all.  

Another reason I care so much about this topic is that it relates to children. Child 

labor is a huge problem. In many countries, children are being sold to sweatshops 

when they are very young. A very poor family might sell their child to a factory to get 

money. Once the child gets sold, their whole life is work. Children who work in factories 

and sweatshops are treated even worse than the adults. They get paid less, the ma-

chines they use are unsafe for children, they sleep in the factories, eat in the factories 

and the amount of food they get is not nearly enough to live on.  Children should have 

their childhood so they can learn and make opportunities for the future; meanwhile 

these kids are sold into having no future. I find it disgusting that here I am living in 

Brooklyn New York, and I would never imagine ever working in a factory, while in an-

other country another 13 year old girl has been working since she was five and never 

imagines she will leave the factory. One last reason I care so much about this topic is 

because so many people are so oblivious about how the clothing they are wearing was 

made and who made it.  I’ll bet most people here have at least one thing in their homes 

made by children, and are most likely wearing at least one thing made in a sweatshop 

or by a child. And though we can boycott the stores that use sweatshop and or child 

labor, we don’t always know that the stores we buy from use those things. We have to 

face this problem and continue to try to end child labor, and other forms of unfair labor.  

But the first step anyone can take in making a change and helping the labor union is to 

be informed. We must keep on going and fight against the unjust labor system just as 

the immigrant workers did when starting unions. Hopefully one day we will be able to 

make labor conditions totally fair.  
 



 

 

Rabbi Yochanon Scene 2 

In “Rabbi Yochanon the Warden,” by I.L. Peretz,  a Rabbi, anxious to please God by beautifying his places of 
worship, locks the doors to the House of Study, so that no beggars   will use it  “like an inn.”  As a result, a beg-
gar, sleeping on the street, freezes to death.  The Rabbi’s soul and the beggar’s soul are both summoned to 
heaven that morning.  The students were asked to write a possible next scene. 
 
DANIELLE MATLIN-WAINER 
 

It was dark pitch black and suddenly a dim light turned on and I saw a room. A room filled with silence. 
Sitting a couple feet away from me was a man. A man with a pale, but dirty face, wearing ripped dirty clothes, 
with wrinkles across his face and gray hairs on his head. Then I searched more around the room. And I found 
something odd. I feared that I knew where this was, yet I was confident I would be fine. I saw a large row of 
chairs divided into two sides. One side seemed to be lighter than the other, and in the dim light of the room I saw 
wings on the backs of some of the people in the chairs.  
 

What frightened me the most was a large chair in the middle of the odd room.  This chair was different, 
not only because it was larger than the rest, but also because the back of the chair was facing me. Everything in 
the room seemed to be pointed towards the chair and for some reason, whatever was using the chair seemed to 
be very powerful.  
 

I looked again at the old man next to me and I saw something peculiar. He didn’t look scared, he looked 
peaceful. Suddenly the dim light turned brighter, the oddly powerful chair creaked towards me and I was afraid 
my suspicions were right about the odd chair in the odd room with the odd people and the man sitting next to me. 
Then it began. 
 

 "Hello, rabbi" said a dark and raspy voice.  
“Where am I? Why am I here?”  I said as looked around in panic. 
 "I will answer questions that need answering. Those do not because you already know the answer," it 

replied. 
 "Who is the man sitting next to me?"  
"He could have been anyone; he could have been me or one of these angels looking at you now, but he 

was not.  He was just a man, a man who needed a place to sleep."  
"Why is he here?" I asked in confusion. 
 "He is here because he needed a place to sleep and you locked the doors."  
"What doors?"  
"I will not answer questions you already know the answer to. You denied help to a man in need, there-

fore —  
"Wait --" I interrupted "I locked the doors for you." 

 
 “Look at the man sitting next to you; he looks needy -- do I?" I looked at the man , then I looked at him.  

I looked at the man again.  He was no longer old, nor dirty, but dressed in expensive white clothing. He got out of 
his chair and walked toward the light side of the room. Then he disappeared and I was left speechless.  
 

Several minutes passed. Then I finally said "sorry." 
 

 "No you aren’t you still think you did the right thing and you would do it again. You will follow the man 
once you understand what you did wrong and honestly apologize for it. Until then you will be punished." 
 

 Everyone vanished and I was left alone on a room that once again filled with silence and darkness. And 
I was left waiting and waiting to understand. 
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    Mira Kasinitz 

       I REMEMBER … 

… doing arts and crafts in the office. 

... making Seder plates for Passover. 

... when Danielle and Peja used to hate each other and argue all the time. 

... building our own shtetl. 

... when we had to dress up as candles and pretend that we were a menorah. 

... how all of our teachers hated us and left us. 

... Joey and Shayla would put a secret code at the bottom of the homework;  we had to figure 

 it out to prove we had read the assignment.  

... Judee holding Peja’s hand in the hallway because he kept hitting the ceiling lights. 

... playing handball and racing each other in the 321 gym during Marya and Zach’s   

 graduation rehearsal. 

... making clay figures and filming our mini-movie with Mike. 

... dancing in a circle to the dreydl song; all the classes after us refused to do it. 

... playing in the little kid’s toy room at Families First and the teachers yelling at us to get out. 

... our class having the idea of Matzo Ball soup in a cup for the standing Seder. 

... how we were always starving on stage during the big Passover      

 Seders. 

... going to see “Fiddler on the Roof”. 

... having Luca, Miles M, Anton, and Rafaella join our class. 

... visiting the Tenement Museum. 

... having Joanna as a teacher for like 4 or 5 years. 

... when we had art with Amanda. 

... playing jeopardy in Riva’s class 



 

 

Fighting Back  
    by Mira Kasinitz 
 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

  Learning about labor and sweatshops really interested me because I strongly believe in 

equality and fairness between people and in communities. I was upset when I learned how un-

fair the bosses were to the workers in sweatshops. The workers wanted to be treated like  

people that mattered. I was inspired by how the workers stood up for what they believed in 

and how they fought back. 

 Sweatshops in the 1900s were horrible and very dangerous. Many of the people who 

worked in these sweatshops were young children or immigrant women.  Very young children 

worked in sweatshops or home sweatshops.  Usually women who worked in home sweat-

shops had to look after their children along with their work, and even the youngest children 

helped work.  Home sweatshop workers had to settle for less money. In just New York City, 

60,000 children had to work in home sweatshops to help support their families, earning as little 

as 50 cents to $1.50 a week.  In sweatshop factories, the bosses hired children because they 

didn’t have to pay them very much.  Children as young as three years old were put to work, 

working with dangerous machinery. These machines were dangerous because when working 

with them, children could get their clothing stuck in the machines or have a body part cut off. 

Other children had to sweep the floors and doffer the machines in the factories or climb onto 

machines to fix broken threads or put back empty bobbins in spinning machines. (Doffers 

were people who cleared full spindles and bobbins that were full of spun fibers.)  Because 

these children were so young, the bosses would get into trouble if inspectors found them, so 

they either hid the children or bribed the inspectors. 

 The women who worked in sweatshops did not have many skills that could be put to 

other uses, and most of them had to sew pieces of cloth together to make shirts, coats, and 

other items of clothing. They worked in filthy, cramped, and dangerous work spaces. They got 

very short breaks and some sweatshop owners even had a time limit on how long you could 

use the bathroom. Bright young girls worked in these sweatshops picking up scraps of fabric, 

threading needles, or sewing clothing, instead of going to school. Working in these sweat-

shops also caused many injuries and health issues or illnesses. Many of these buildings were 

kept locked up, so the air was humid and there was a lot of dust that went into workers’ lungs. 

 Sweatshop workers made very little money. Many sweatshop workers worked for hours 

and hours each day only to receive no more than $3.00 a day. But they had to work to support 

their families. In some sweatshops, workers made even less. In one sweatshop, boys were 

paid eight cents for sewing, three for ironing, and five for finishing a boys’ jacket. Most immi-

grant women did not know their rights so they did not know that the bosses were cheating 

them out of their payment. Some women worked 15 hours a day or more and made very little 
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money. The floors were covered in half-sewn garments and the faces of the workers 

were covered in dirt, sweat, and whatever color cloth they had been working with.  

Everyone who worked in these sweatshops was treated badly and unfairly and  the 

conditions were terrible and unsafe. 

 After long days of working hard, some workers still went places to listen to     

poetry and write poetry. These people were called sweatshop poets. They would write 

about their lives in the sweatshops and the conditions and how they felt. This made 

them feel like people who mattered in the world. It was also a form of protest. By writ-

ing about the horrible conditions in sweatshops, many other people learned about how 

the workers were treated and wanted to help fight back. 

 One result of these conditions was the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire, which  

happened on March 25, 1911, in Manhattan, New York City. 146 workers were killed in 

the fire (123 women and 23 men) and there were 71 injuries. They believe that the fire 

was started by the engines that ran the sewing machines. Most of the victims were re-

cent Jewish and Italian immigrant women between the ages of sixteen and twenty-

three. The youngest victim was fourteen years old and the oldest was forty-six years 

old. In the factory the bosses had locked the doors to the exits and stairwells to pre-

vent the workers from taking breaks, and theft. When the fire occurred, the workers 

could not exit the building. The victims died from the fire, smoke inhalation, or jumping 

from the windows of the factory. Workers who jumped out of the windows were jump-

ing from the eighth, ninth, and tenth floors into nets on street level that were not strong 

enough to hold them. Most of the survivors either jammed themselves into the freight 

elevators while they were still running or went up to the roof of the building. As informa-

tion about the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire spread, people became angry. They 

helped the International Ladies ‘Garment Workers’ Union, which fought for better work-

ing conditions for factory workers, grow bigger. 

 What is known as “The Uprising of the Twenty Thousand” was led by a teenager 

by the name of Clara Lemlich. The workers wanted to be treated better and more fairly 

by their bosses. Their demands were shorter hours, better pay, and equal treatment for 

workers who were in the union and workers who were not. They started marching in 

rows of two in front of the factory doors and sang songs in Russian and Italian until 

street thugs (known as “gorillas”) came barreling through their protest. These young 

girls were beaten and taken off to jail. One newspaper article said, “There was a melee 

of scratching, screaming girls and fist-swinging men and then a patrol wagon arrived. 

The thugs ran off as the cops pushed Clara and two other badly beaten girls into the 

wagon.” These girls fought long and hard for their rights and did not give up. This strike 

earned those sweatshop workers improvements in working conditions. 



 

 

  I thought it was really interesting how people, as young as me, took part in these 

protests and fought hard and strong for their rights and for their beliefs. Sweatshop 

workers believed so strongly in what they were trying to gain that they were willing to 

be beaten by cops or dragged off to jail. Most of the time, when a fight was lost, sweat-

shop workers did not give up. They kept fighting until they got what they wanted. 

These workers wanted to make life better for everyone then, and for everyone in future 

generations. Unfortunately there are still people in the world who are still fighting for 

their rights. These workers made me want to be the kind of person who is willing to 

fight back for what I want and work hard for it. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

IF I WERE A MODERN-DAY PROPHET 

 

      by Mira Kasinitz 

 

I think that the prophet Micah would have a lot to say about the things that are happening these 

days. Because of things such as pollution, war, homeless people, and even more, Micah would not 

be happy. I think that Micah would say that everyone should stop fighting and that everyone in this 

world should get along, because you  only live once and you should enjoy life in peace with no one 

in the world fighting or hurting people. Micah would not like war at all because Micah is a peace-

ful person who doesn’t like violence.  

 

Micah once said, “They covet fields and seize them, and houses and take them away because it is 

in the power of their hands.” He is saying that powerful people abuse their power and they fight for 

other people’s land. Some people think that whoever wins the war will benefit. But that’s not really 

true. No one really benefits because both places have to rebuild and they would both have lost 

many brave people who fought for their home. So many horrible things have happened, such as the 

Boston bombing, the Connecticut shooting, the fall of the Twin Towers, and even more. Many 

people have lost their lives because of all this violence. Micah would not be proud of what our 

world has become. This is what I think that the prophet Micah would say, and think, about our 

world today. 
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Danielle  
Matlin-Wainer 
I REMEMBER… 

... when I hated Peja for a year. 

... when Samantha and I sang about Zane on a tricycle. 

... when Samantha, Mira, and I made a three- story shtetl, and I made a glue puddle in it. 

... when we tracked where our ancestors came from 

... when Samantha only licked a chicken at the sitting Seder because she wanted to remain 

 a vegetarian. 

... playing in the gym when Marya and Zach were rehearsing for their graduation. 

... when Abby made a petition to get bagels back 

... when Samantha’s skirt fell down during the play 

... when Peja gave Judee a piece of paper saying “It’s 5:55 time to go” 

... the billion different art teachers 

...  how all the teachers (especially  Riva) hated us and moved away  

... when I made a documentary about making a movie with Mike 

... playing Simon Zogt  

... singing “kup playtsez  knee un foos” 

... when Joanna taught us Yiddish 

... when Joey told us Amos went to a coffee shop 



 

 

I think Social Responsibility was one of the most interesting units in shule over 

the last five years, because it linked the time of the prophets to the modern day. It  

focused on important issues such as war, civil rights, and the environment. Also, it  

connected all of these topics to the prophets. 

Two of the prophets we learned about were Amos and Isaiah.  Amos said, “Let 

Justice flow down like water, and righteousness like an everlasting stream.”  He con-

nected justice to righteousness.  Justice, to me, means you should get what you       

deserve.   Amos said that God would not reward the rich for giving him gifts that they 

got from the work of poor people.  In his time, poor people got too little and rich people 

got too much.  One of Amos's values was that everyone should get their just reward. 

This relates to the modern day, because in many places, such as fast food restaurants,  

factories, and stores like Walmart, people are working very hard and are getting paid 

poorly, while the rich people are getting most of the profits.  That is unjust. 

The prophet Isaiah said "... Nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither 

shall they learn war no more."  He said that 2,500 years ago.  Today many people still 

have not listened, and there is still war in places like Afghanistan, Somalia, and Syria. 

And if something hasn’t been done in 2,500 years, will it ever be done? One saying in 

Wisdom from the Talmud is "Love peace and follow after it." I think this means don't 

just agree with peace, but work to make this happen.  Today, some people are working 

against war.  They are protesting or trying to find ways to end the conflicts peacefully.  

Isaiah also believed that people who aren't poor should help the people who 

are. He said, “Do justice to the orphan; plead for the widow." I believe this means that 

you should help the people less fortunate than yourself who need your help. Even    

today poverty is still a big issue that many people choose to ignore. However, many 

other people don't ignore it. Many people donate food, money, clothes, time and help 

the poor find jobs and houses. These are all ways of being socially responsible. 

Throughout the year we have also read different things that say Jews can't just 

watch when someone is mistreated; they have to stand up for them because they have 

been mistreated. Elie Weisel said, "A Jew must be sensitive to the pain of all human 

beings. A Jew cannot remain indifferent to human suffering..." In the story, "In a Drug-

store," a Jewish man was ashamed because he didn't do anything when a Black man 

was being mistreated simply because he was black.  The point of the story is, even if 

you didn’t do anything bad, but didn’t do something good while something bad was 

happening, it is still a bad thing.  Pastor Niemoller, for example, wrote a speech to tell 
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people to stand up for each other during the holocaust.  According to his speech  

people didn’t stand up when others were being taken. The point Martin Niemoller was 

trying to make was that we should speak up when we can to spare the pain of  

ourselves and others 

We see lessons about social responsibility in the teachings of the prophets,  

Wsdom from the Talmud, Elie Weisel and also in the stories that we read in shule.  In 

“The Arendar,” by I. L. Peretz, the Arendar, a rich man, was mean to a poor man and 

he denied him help.  So the prophet Elijah transformed him into a poor man, and gave 

him a different viewpoint, so he could understand that what he had done was wrong.   

He didn’t just say, "Since you are a bad person, you deserve to go to hell,” but instead 

he was given a chance to learn and apologize.  It was a punishment, but it was also a 

cure.  In my opinion, the Arendar was dealt with justly.  

In I.L. Peretz’s story, "At the Head of the Dying Man," the first man, Laibl  

Konskivoler, who went to hell, valued money and stole from widows and orphans. The 

second man, who also went to hell, valued kindness, helping others, and sympathy.  I 

found that interesting, because the good man who helped people whenever he could, 

could have gone to heaven, but he wanted to go to hell to sympathize with the people 

there. This means he believes that even though a person did bad enough things to go 

to hell, they still deserve sympathy. This is interesting because if someone in hell  

deserves sympathy, why do they still deserve to be in hell?   

Reading "At the Head Of the Dying Man" and "The Arendar" were important to 

me because they have made me realize things. For example, the "Arendar" made me 

realize that I believe in cure, not punishment, and "At the Head of the Dying Man" 

showed me that even people in hell deserve sympathy. 

Sometimes people do good things for the wrong reasons: for example, to be 

praised or to get something out of it.  In “If Not Still Higher,” also by Peretz,  the rabbi 

was doing a good deed for the right reasons. He chopped wood for an old sick woman. 

He also did a second good deed that night:  he disguised himself as a peasant. He 

spared that old sick woman embarrassment because the old woman would not have 

let a rabbi chop wood for her. He wanted to do the absolute best thing. Furthermore, 

he disguised himself, so obviously he didn’t do this good deed for praise.  

My parents are modern-day examples of the ways people can be socially  

responsible.  My dad went to Nicaragua twice in 1984. They had overthrown a terrible 

government five years earlier. He wanted to help the people and support their revolu-

tion. But the ruler they overthrew was a friend of the United States. In 1984, the U.S. 

government was arming a group called the Contras. The Contras were attacking many 

towns. My dad went to Nicaragua and dug trenches outside an elementary school so if 

the Contras attacked the school, the kids would have a place to hide. The second time 

he went, he helped build houses for people who had lost their homes in the earthquake 



 

 

of 1972. The old ruler had never rebuilt the houses that were destroyed. He was helping 

the new government finally get people’s homes back. He also wanted to spread the word 

after he got home that our government should not be supporting the Contras. 

My mom was active in student politics and activism. She wanted to do community 

work. She got a job at a community center in a low-income neighborhood. She helped 

run programs for people. She got a job at University Settlement House, which provides 

social services to the entire family, because she wanted to get involved with an  

immigrant community. She felt it was important because when immigrants come to this 

country they don't speak the language, they have low paying jobs, and their children 

don't have access to education. She felt that working at the Settlement to provide social 

services would give immigrants the same opportunities that we have.  

Elie Wiesel said, "I still believe that to be Jewish today means what it meant yes-

terday and a thousand years ago. It means for the Jew in me to seek fulfillment both as a 

Jew and as a human being."  This quote is important because earlier in the year we 

talked about what it means to be Jewish. I believe being Jewish means following what 

you believe in no matter whether or not  you are religious, and to be the best possible 

person you can be; to do the most good you can possibly do. Elie Weisel also said that 

Jewish people aren't supposed to convert everyone to Judaism but to make the world a 

better place. I believe this is true because to me, being Jewish does not mean getting 

everyone to agree with you or making everyone the same. It means helping people     

become who they are despite what others say,  and allowing them and helping them to 

be who they are and to do the right things, because this is what would make the world a 

better place  This is what would be socially responsible. 
  

 

If I Were a Modern Prophet  

                by Danielle Matlin-Wainer 

 

 If I were a modern prophet, I would talk about big companies taking advantage of poor people. Two ways big 

companies take advantage of poor people are child labor and exploitation. Some people don’t have enough money to sur-

vive so they send their kids to work. This is called child labor and it is illegal in America, but not in places like China or 

India. These kids have to work long hours in harsh conditions just to earn a little money.  

One other way big companies target poor people is exploitation. Big companies often fire people for no good rea-

son and pay them as little as possible. That results in people starving and living on the street. They also have to work in bad 

working conditions. In the story of Cain and Abel, “God asked Cain where Abel had gone. Cain replied I don’t know;  am I 

my brother’s keeper?” Just as Cain was responsible for Abel’s disappearance, big companies are responsible for the well-

being of poor people. 

However, they don’t always target poor people. For example, oil companies and factories that pollute the earth and 

lead to global warming. Oil companies are responsible for many oil spills that are polluting the earth. Factories send smoke 

out in to the air that pollutes the air.  

If I were a prophet I would stop these things from happening. Because unlike  Cain, I am my brother’s keeper. I 

would do what I could to help. I would make sure all the poor suffering people weren’t poor and suffering any more. 
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     Miles Vitarelli 
I REMEMBER … 

… writing “If I were a modern-day prophet…” 

… intensely discussing topics. 

… sitting at the small table in Families First. 

… writing the Malala verse in music. 

… stealing cookies. 

… arguing with Samantha about topics. 

… learning a lot in Yiddish. 

… discussing modern problems. 

… one topic always led to another. 

... rehearsing a lot before the plays. 

... being nervous about the Yiddish for the Chanukah candles. 

... doing art for Holidays. 

... overcoming my fear of singing in music. 

... saying a lot of Yiddish for extra chocolate from Judee. 

... wanting the most lines in plays. 

... arguing about which play to do for Purim. 



 

 

  In exploring ideas for my paper on Jewish values, I started becoming interested 

in the topic of resistance to oppression.  As a result, I began to look further into the  

resistance of two different groups: the Marranos during the Spanish Inquisition and the 

Partisans during World War II.  In my review of the activities of these two groups I  

explore the ways in which they resisted. 

  The Marranos interested me because they converted to Christianity in order to 

survive for the sake of their families, but they still practiced Judaism secretly in different 

ways. They went into the mountains and hid, reading the Torah and celebrating  

holidays secretly. I remember that one of the songs we sing in shule, “Zog Maran,” 

said, “When I hear the death knell ringing, I will drown it with my singing.”  Singing 

through difficult times is also a form of resistance.  

  Before the Muslims ruled Spain, there were Christian rulers, including Christian 

Visigoths and Romans. Then, in 711, the Moors, who were Muslims from North Africa, 

took it over. They believed in one God, Allah. When Muslims ruled Iberia, it was a 

Golden Age for the Jews. The Jews and Christians were allowed to live freely, and  

worship whatever God they wanted and practice their religion. The Muslims ruled and 

tolerated everybody, and with that came advances in academics, art, culture and much 

more.  

  However, the Catholic Church wanted to get Spain back from the Muslims, so 

they fought the Moors for many years. By reconquering Spain, the Catholic Church and 

the Spanish Monarchs intended to get Christianity back into Spain. When the Catholics 

finally beat the Muslims, it was bad news for the Jews, because the Catholics were 

about to take their freedoms away from them.  All the Jews and Muslims had to convert 

or die, or leave Spain. 

  When Isabella the First of Castile and Ferdinand the Second of Aragon married 

in 1469, it united all the parts of Spain into one nation.   The monarchy then established 

the Spanish Inquisition. The purpose of the Inquisition was to investigate everybody to 

see if they were being faithful to the Catholic religion. When the Church ruled Spain, 

they were especially worried about Heretics --  persons believing in or practicing  

religious heresy.  The problem of heresy was becoming increasingly large because 

people started having new ideas about religion. This is why the Catholics were so  

worried about heretics and had to keep them under control. 

  The Inquisitors did everything they could to find heretics and “traitors.” They  

encouraged people to look for secret Jewish activities. Torquemada, the Chief Inquisi-

tor, was extremely unjust because if someone was wearing fancy clothes on a Friday, 

they were automatically considered a Jew. Ironically, Torquemada's grandmother was 

Resisting Oppression 
             by Miles Vitarelli 
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Jewish, so he had Jewish blood in him.  

  The Inquisition carried out its purpose by making people spy on their neighbors, 

threatening people if they didn't report secret non-Catholic activity and burning people 

alive to scare people, forcing them to report on others. The Inquisition was a harsher 

and more organized time of the oppression that occurred shortly after the Golden Age 

for the Jews ended. When the Catholics were first in power, they tortured Jews and 

heretics, but now heretics were becoming a bigger problem, so the torture was harsher 

and more organized. The Inquisition tortured subjects suspected of heresy, and out of 

fear some confessed to being heretics even if they weren't. By torturing people publicly 

and forcing everybody to watch, the Inquisition obviously wanted to mentally scar and 

terrify other heretics so they would stop practicing their religion. 

  The increasingly harsh torture led to the “auto-da-fes” carried out by the Inquisi-

tion. At the auto-da-fes, meaning act of faith, people suspected of heresy or treason 

were burned alive.  They started in Spain and Portugal, but then the auto-da-fes and 

the Inquisition started happening in Italy, Mexico, and Latin America. Over 30,000  

people got killed, and a lot of them were innocent people who got so scared they  

confessed to being heretics.  

  The Jews who were forced to convert to Christianity were known as Marranos.  

Because they were forced to convert or die, many Marranos publicly were Christians 

solely because they were forced to be. “Marrano,” meaning pig, was used as a word of 

disrespect. Over time, Jews no longer took the term Marrano as an insult, because 

they were proud of their religion. Some, perhaps many, Marranos still believed in  

Judaism. They practiced in secret, either reading the Torah and practicing other rituals, 

or just praying. They hid what they were doing because they didn’t want to get caught. 

If you got caught, you got killed.  

  I think that certain Jews took that risk because their religion was more important 

to them than anything. They stayed true to their religion, therefore themselves, mean-

ing their religion was a big part of their identity. That's why they were willing to risk their 

lives. Their lives would have less meaning if they couldn't practice their religion  

because it helped define who they were. 

  Marranos and New Christians were the same thing: recently converted Jews. 

New Christians were treated well by society in general.  However, they were not 

treated well by some Old Christians, because they were envious of the success of the 

New Christians, given that they only recently converted. Some towns even expelled 

New Christians because they had Jewish blood.  Many were suspected of secretly 

practicing Judaism. 

  I think practicing their religion secretly was a form of resistance, because it was 



 

 

defying the Catholic Church's rule and practicing their religion secretly to stay true to 

themselves. Your religion is part of who you are -- your identity. These thoughts led me 

to this question:  Is conversion also a form of resistance?  I thought about it and came 

to multiple conclusions. I think two answers are required for this question, depending 

on the thought processes guiding a Converso's actions. 

  Yes, conversion is resistance when Jews convert to save themselves and their 

families while still practicing their religion secretly. Even though it's not physical  

fighting, Jews are still resisting because they are not letting the Inquisitors tell them 

what to do. They are still living their lives and staying true to themselves secretly.  

However, converting is not resisting when Jews just let themselves be taken over, and 

mindlessly practice Christianity with no soul, even when they don't believe in  

Christianity. When people do that, they are just saving themselves and their own lives. 

But is it really worth living that life? 

  I tried to imagine what it would be like if I were alive then:  

I am now a Marrano, and I am practicing Judaism in secret. I have to walk around with 

this big cross, and mother says never to pray to Adonai or read the Torah in public. 

She didn’t tell me why, but I can tell. The people who are practicing Judaism in public 

are getting killed by the Catholics. Sometimes late at night, we read the Torah under a 

very dim light. Mother said be very quiet. From all this secrecy from my family, I know 

that if I reveal anything Jewish related in public, I will be killed. So I am officially a 

Christian now, but truly a Jew. 

  If I were a Marrano, I think I would not take great risks to practice my religion. 

For instance, some Marranos chose to observe Jewish holidays hidden in the  

mountains. That was dangerous. I would pray in my mind, because nobody could  

convict me or suspect me for that.  I just learned that traditional Judaism requires ten 

men together—a minyan—to recite many Jewish prayers. If they wanted to strictly  

adhere to having a minyan, people might have to give up their religion if they couldn't 

pray in a group. But maybe they didn't follow the exact rules and prayed alone. Of 

course a lot of people probably did pray with the “right” conditions because they were 

willing to risk their lives for prayers. 

  If I were a popular Marrano (and thus known in the community as a Christian), it 

would be painful to me to be seen as a Christian. It would mean having to keep my 

thoughts and values very clear, but very private. I would also be suspicious of those 

“New Christians” who claimed to really have left their Judaism behind. I would be  

suspicious of their motives and wonder how people can abandon their heritage. 

  Samuel Nunez is a good example of a New Christian staying true to his religion.  

Samuel Nunez was a wealthy popular man, who became a great physician. He and his 
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family were secret Jews and nobody knew. Dr. Nunez was the King's physician and he 

had a place at all royal affairs. This created jealousy among his competitors, who told 

the Inquisitors he might secretly be a Jew. The Inquisition sent a spy disguised as a 

servant to Dr. Nunez' house. He found out Dr. Nunez was a Jew and told the Inquisi-

tors, who put Dr. Nunez in jail. Under pressure from important people, they released 

him, but he was forced to have officials follow him everywhere.  

  One night at a party which all the important people in Lisbon attended, 

Dr. Nunez invited everybody to visit his yacht. Unbeknownst to them, he sailed them to 

friendlier England, which they realized about an hour after boarding the ship.  He had 

arranged everything in advance, including moving some of his money there. He and 

his family stayed, and the yacht brought all his guests back to Spain. 

  I read a story that took place after the Inquisition. It showed how Jews have 

stayed faithful to their religion. This was about a Jewish girl who lived centuries after 

the Inquisition took place.  She found out her family's history, learned the secrets her 

family kept, and what they had to do to survive. I think it’s a lot to take in and people 

react in different ways when they find out their family history. 

  The Jewish Partisans during World War II also practiced resistance, but differ-

ently.  They fought for their freedom and resisted the Nazis.  I first became interested 

in Partisans because of a book we read, Uncle Misha's Partisans. I was interested in 

how the few Jews who were willing to fight came together and risked their lives for 

each other.  The Partisans also interested me because they always stuck together and 

sacrificed themselves individually for the good of the group.  They fought for the future 

of their people. They did not give up, despite deaths of others.  

  Partisan groups were formed by word of mouth.  Someone interested in  

resisting might talk to others who felt the same way and then they formed a group  

who fought back against the Nazis.  

In Uncle Misha’s Partisans, one of the characters, Motele, was 12 years old 

when he went on his first mission and played violin for the German officers in order to 

get information. I also remember that he set a bomb, risking his life if he was caught. 

He risked his own life and made sacrifices for his community.  

The Partisans hid in the forest in camps, preparing to fight Nazis. They ran a 

community in the middle of the woods.  They survived bitter cold winters by building 

underground bunkers. They moved mostly at night when it was very dark and condi-

tions were very bad.  They huddled together to keep warm.  Sometimes they even 

slept with animals in order to keep warm. 

Every Jew who passed by a Partisan village in the woods was in the family.  

Everyone had their own job, whether blacksmith or fighter. Everybody worked together 



 

 

in order to survive. People in the Partisan community went out to fight the Nazis and 

save Jews from being killed. The Nazis were holding hundreds of thousands of Jews in 

concentration camps and either killing them or forcing them to work until they died or 

starved to death. Partisan groups welcomed any Jews that escaped the concentration 

camps and needed somewhere to live so that the Nazis wouldn't find them. They were 

Jews who were willing to fight back, whatever the conditions.  

 Jews who were willing to join the Partisans were Jews who wanted to fight for 

their freedom. Many Partisans died for their people, but many of them killed Nazis.  

Going out and fighting Nazis with all their hearts and souls is resistance to the  

oppression the Nazis were imposing on the Jews. The Partisans did the best they 

could to save as many Jewish lives as possible. Real Partisans risked their lives for 

their fellow Jews. Real Partisans didn't just fight for themselves, but for their people 

who were being oppressed. Fighting was a major resistance to oppression for the Jews 

in WWII and was one of the Jews' only hopes to live during the Holocaust. 

 I watched interviews with Partisans and they were very brave.  In one interview, 

a lady was especially struggling, because she had just gone through a series of near-

death experiences to escape from a Nazi newspaper-making workshop. Then her  

husband was killed right in front of her. When she finally got to a Partisan camp in the 

middle of the woods, she was shivering and cold. She explained that for at least some 

shelter, the Partisans had to dig holes in the earth and huddle up on top of each other 

for protection.  

  I learned that in some Partisan groups, the men did most of the physical  

fighting, and the women did more support work in the Partisan community by cooking 

and nursing the wounded. However, in other groups, women did participate in fighting 

or acted as spies.  In Uncle Misha's Partisans (which is based on a real group of  

Partisans), there were women Partisans.  

 In all the interviews I watched of Partisans, what stuck with me was that every-

body had a job in the Partisan community. In Uncle Misha's Partisans, even the kids 

did something. If it was helping the blacksmith make weapons, or sewing clothes for 

the Partisans, everybody helped out, which made them a hard-working and functional 

community. 

 Partisans did not only hide out in the forest.  In the Vilna ghetto there was a  

resistance group called the Fareynikte Partizaner Organizatsye also known as the 

FPO. They started the first uprising in the Holocaust. First, Zionists and Partisans  

contributed, but then other groups started joining. The FPO's motto was, “We will not 

allow them to take us like sheep to the slaughter.” This is a very important phrase.  

And even though the Nazis killed members of the FPO, they did not die without a fight. 
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 And that, standing up for your freedom, standing up tall, and being unafraid to fight for 

the future of your people until the day you die, is RESISTANCE to the horrible Nazi oppression. 

 To write this paper I researched the oppression that took place during the Spanish  

Inquisition and the Holocaust, and have analyzed that research.  I thought a lot about what the 

Partisans and Marranos went through. I wanted to learn about the history also, not just about 

the oppression. I was so interested that I wanted to know everything about the time period. I 

spent hours outside of the paper researching history, in order to get familiar with Spanish  

history as well as the Holocaust. I also listened to Partisan interviews and learned a lot about 

the hard times the Partisans went through. I also answered questions that Judee gave me 

about all the topics. 

 What I've learned about Partisans and Marranos makes me think that they were both 

brave. They both resisted oppression in different ways. The Partisans had harsher conditions, 

because they had to make villages secretly in the middle of the woods. They had to work  

together to survive. The Partisans' way of resistance was fighting, and any of them would take 

a bullet for each other. Their way of resistance to oppression was fighting, and sacrificing them-

selves for any other Jew. The Marranos had a different way of resisting other than physically 

fighting. They practiced Judaism secretly, which is very brave in a different way. The Marranos 

could have left Spain if they wanted to, but it would have been very hard to start a new life. The 

Partisans had harsher conditions than the Marranos, but they both were  discriminated against 

because of their religion. The Partisans and Marranos had very different conditions, but both 

stuck together in their groups, staying true to their heritage and were willing to fight for their 

freedom. 

 In looking at the oppression of different groups of people, and learning about resistance 

to that oppression, I realized that there are different ways to fight back, possibly even seconds 

before death. Some people just pray, and some people fight until the death. Whichever way, I 

admire all of those who fought back in their own ways. 

If  I Were a Modern Prophet   

by Miles  Vitarelli 

 

        There are a lot of things wrong with the world, and if I were a modern day prophet, my job would be to at 

least try to fix them, There is war and abuse and poverty. The biggest problem for the world is war. I would ask 

people, “How does war benefit you?” War just kills tons of people, and even if you win, tons of people die. An-

other problem is child labor, and another is pollution. There are so many problems, but if people forgot about 

money, all these things would decrease. If you think about the big picture, it's all about money What has the 

world come to?! People need to think about others, not just themselves. I would speak out against being greedy.  

I would warn people that if they keep being greedy, with big factories and war, even worse things can happen 

than the fact that children are being abused in factories. With pollution, the ozone layer could disintegrate. If the 

world doesn't stop child labor, more and more kids would die. It's all money, money, money. As Hillel said, 

“What is hateful to you, do not do to another.”  

I wonder what would happen if the factory owners felt the pain of the workers. I realize that there are a lot of 

problems with the world, but if we all stop being lazy and start coming together, this world CAN be fixed.   



 

 

 In Our Own Words 
One good thing about shule is we were able to learn about Jewish culture without being too religious – 

Samantha 

 

It was a community where I got the chance to learn about and discuss Jewish history, heritage and val-

ues. I  remember most vividly all the Sholem Aleichem and I.L. Peretz stories we read, and I enjoyed 

most, deeply discussing about the meaning of Judaism. – Miles  

 

We learned about prophets.  All we learned about in school is wars and all that boring stuff.  We didn’t 

learn about what these people believed. – Peja 

 

Kindershule may have not been my favorite thing to do, but it did mean something to me. The most im-

portant thing I learned in shule was about the history of Jews and about my own personal Jewish identity 

Because I don’t come from a religious family I think that it's important to know more about Jewish culture 

and that is what Kindershule has taught me about! :) – Mira 

 

 The most important thing I got out of shule, or learned during my years in shule is that the link between 

Jews and social responsibility is very close. That was most important to me because as well as being a 

Jew, I am other things as well, and I hope to be a responsible world citizen.  I take to heart the values of 

Judaism and I think that good works and action are more important than prayer. Prayer can be an activity 

that doesn’t connect to efforts to help all people. – Miles 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

RABBI YOCHANON THE WARDEN Scene 2 
  by Peja Breuler 
 

I stood before god, seeing if I will go to hell or heaven.  Then these two very different men came in.  One man’s 

clothes were ragged and it seemed like he hadn’t slept in a real bed for months.  The other man had real class and real 

wealth.  The two men look at each other as if  they know one another.  The homeless man looks at the classy many with a 

mean look.  

 The classy man said, “Why are you looking at me like that?”  

 The man who seemed to be homeless said, “You killed me.” 

 I could see that there was a problem with these two people.  I asked them to tell me what had happened.  The home-

less man claimed that he was tired on a very cold night and tried to get into the House of Study, but it was locked.  He said 

usually it is open for people to spend the night.  The homeless man said the wealthy man owned the House of Study.  

 The wealthy man then spoke up.  He said he was trying to make the House more holy. He said if the homeless man 

went into the House of Study, it would no longer be as holy as it could be.   

The poor man was very offended that someone would say that he would make it less holy.  I was shocked that the 

wealthy man would say that.  I asked him, “If you really believe in holiness, why you would say that?”    He said that the 

homeless man’s life was ruined, because he was old and dying and nobody cared for him.  The homeless man burst into tears.    

  Then God spoke up.  He said that the wealthy man was being mean and the homeless man didn't deserve that.  God 

said that he had lived a good life and shouldn't have been treated that way.  Then God forced the wealthy man to say he was 

sorry,  and then he would determine their fate.  

A few minutes later, God said that he had come to his final decision.  Right before God came to his final 

answer I was rushed out of the room.  I never saw the two men again.  
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To The Teachers… 
(This is an amalgamation of responses the students wrote about their shule teachers.) 

ALICE did not just teach us music, she also taught us about 
events that are happening and that already happened in the 
world.  We learn a lot about history through songs; she also con-
nects the songs we learn to current events, and we talk about 
what the songs mean. She got everybody to sing, and it sounded 
good. She also made music very fun, helping us write a verse for 
a song about Malala, inspiring us with fun music, and letting us 
pick songs to sing.  She’s never in a bad mood. And, finally, she 
can control our crazy class.  

JUDEE could go from funny to serious in a very short time.  She teaches 
us Yiddish and gives us chocolate. She always pushed everybody, which 
helped a lot.  She teaches about prophets and values, makes us re-read 
stories, and she gives long boring lectures. She teaches us a lot (that will 
help us write our papers). I feel our class could talk to Judee for hours, but 
it’s also terrible, because we get off topic a lot. Every time I wanted to not 
do a big project, she made me feel I was doing an awesome job, and that 
kept me going.  She knew what made everybody feel special, which en-
couraged me.  The questions she asked us helped me reflect on myself.    

JOEY always brought up great questions to debate about. Also, 
however much we misbehaved in class, he never got mad. We got 
so much done in the year with Joey. We learned about social re-
sponsibility and protests and the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire, 
and the Bangladesh factory collapse. We learned all about the 
prophets, and about Jews all throughout history, and we wrote the 
"If I were a prophet" speech. He tried to make the prophet stories 
interesting even if we were complaining a lot about them. He let us 
sit on the twirly chairs, and told us funny stories during class.  

JOANNA made learning interesting and fun, even the year there 
were just two of us in class. She taught us Yiddish in a fun way. We 
acted out the verbs we were learning. We had her for a really long 
time – like five years -- and we always did meaningful activities with 
her.  We had to perform the dreydl dance, and we had to dress up 
as candles and pretend to be a menorah for Chanukah. She was 
nice to us even when we were terrible little devils. She brought the 
graduating class together. 



 

 

AMANDA was one of the only people who could contain our 
class.  The art projects were really inventive and actually had to 
do with what we were learning.  We had art projects relating to 
what we were studying in other classes.  It is really amazing to 
see the very interesting art projects with such little kids.  We 
made hexagons of hope; we tracked our ancestors.  She got  
annoyed when we started going off.  She taught us how to be 
creative with our art and how to be independent and express  
ourselves through the project or activity, 

CHARLOTTE was a very sweet teacher, and I think everyone 
in our class loved her. Even though we were very small, I re-
member our classes being productive and learning a lot. We 
learned about shtetl communities and conditions. We built a 
shtetl and tried to incorporate some of what we had learned. I 
remember her encouraging us and helping us build really cool 
shtetls. That was my favorite thing. She taught us about tene-
ment buildings and what they were like. We got to visit the 
Tenement Museum. We were sad when she retired. 

 RIVA had to deal with the worst class ever. She always had fun activities and 
things to do (including discussions and games) that kept me interested in what-
ever we were learning. She loved to torture us with facts. She let us read those 
“choose your own path” stories.   I remember being really interested in Marranos 
when Riva was teaching us.  I feel sooooooooo bad because she was one of the 
nicest people I have ever met, and we were so terrible to her! Our class caused 
her so much trouble.  But I have to say when she wasn't trying to calm us down I 
learned a lot; we learned about the Spanish Inquisition and about the origins of 
religion and some of the religions (Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism).   

IVIVA let us be very creative and independent with our projects 
and activities.  She tried to keep us on task and concentrate on 
what we were working on.  We cut up newspapers and made  
collages.  We did our own street drawings on cut up paper bags.  
She let us focus on whatever we wanted.  We made books and 
drawings for our projects. 
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Di yorn gayen zich. 



 

 

T h e  y e a r s  g o  
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SHAYLA  was really fun and made what we were learn-
ing with Joey more interesting.  I learned a lot from her.  
She was very responsible for her age, she acted like a 
mature adult.  She went to Africa. 

Teaching Assistants Matthew, Abigail, Marya 

Hadass teaching art. 
 

I remember the billion different art 
teachers... 

Art Teacher Raquel 
2013 Teaching Assistants Olivia, Matthew, Zane, 

 Shayla 

I remember when I made a documentary 
about making a movie with Mike. 


